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Chapter 2892
Let them stay and stay still, let them play casually? !

Although this group of people didn’t know themselves and had never met them before,
they had only fought fiercely with each other. They didn’t dare to say how much they
knew each other, but at least there was a consensus on both sides.

That is the strength between each other, they all recognize each other, absolutely very
human.

Since this is the case, the two parties should be very jealous of each other, so be
careful!

But these guys are really going back and forth, and they actually have sent them to the
door!

In this case, George Han had to suspect that the other party must have fraud!

After all, in the previous fight, it was impossible for these people to form an
overwhelming advantage over themselves, so it seemed impossible to despise oneself.

But what kind of deception can the opponent let himself hit them?

Could it be the same as the ghastly man before? What kind of clones did they do, and
then they exploded or something? !

However, the location of the ghastly man is completely in the desert, where the lights
are not bright and the moonlight is unknown, so it is okay to make some small
movements or fake his body. It is okay to fish in muddle water without George Han
paying attention.

But now the natural situation on the Huazhou is very, under the condition of sufficient
light, as long as it is not a person with a bad brain, he will never do such a stupid thing!

What do these people mean? !

George Han frowned, and didn’t rush to do anything for a while, but with this dazed effort,
the twelve gods of death had already laughed.

“Fuck, it’s such a silly comparison. Mad Dog and Night Chicken are all pushed in front of
him, but this guy didn’t dare to move at all. I laughed so hard at me.”

“It’s not that powerful, now, Has it become a counselor?”



“I really don’t know what qualifications this kind of trash has to fight us? When we die
under our hands, I think he dirty my hands.” A

group of people sneered and mocked. At this time, they even stood in Han Yeji and Mad
Dog in front of Three Thousand couldn’t help but smile at each other coldly.

“Mad dog, do you have any tingling in your legs?” Yeji asked.

The mad dog smiled disdainfully: “Damn, standing in front of a rubbish for so long, my
legs are numb, and most importantly, do you feel sick?””Disgusting?” Yeji pretended not
to understand.

“Joke, you stand in front of the pit, or in front of garbage, don’t you feel sick?” Mad Dog
said depressed.

Yeji smiled lightly, fixed his gaze on George Han, and shook his head straight: “Dude,
my brother scolds you for rubbish!” As

soon as the words fell, the two laughed ridiculously!

George Han looked calm, looking at these two guys who made fun of him, but he was
very calm, for George Han, this is simply commonplace!

At this time, George Hantian’s eyes were lightly opened, and he looked at the two
people faintly.

Even if there are 10 million impossible reasons in his mind, George Han would never
want to fall into the same pit twice or even more times.

But if you don’t open it, there are at least a lot of doubts. Once you open it, there are
fewer doubts, but they become bigger!

Because under the eyes of the sky, George Han was surprised to find that the two were
normal, without any clues!

Not a fake?

This also means that these guys did not play any tricks, but stood in front of them and let
themselves fight!

Are they crazy? !

“Hey, rubbish, trash, are you hitting or not, like a lady, if you don’t hit, say a word, I can
relieve your hand and take a pee.” The mad dog was impatiently cold. The sound
ridiculed.



Ye Ji also had a look of disdain: “If you stand here and let you beat you, you don’t dare
to fight, I think, don’t pretend to fight with us in the meeting, after all, this is our two
brothers!” The

voice fell off. , Ten other people also roared with laughter.

“Yes, our twelve brothers are afraid to call you Dad.”

“It’s just silly and we hit than estimated, have been scared, maybe they would have wet
his pants, a watch stupid than motionless, afraid of a move estimated urine to flow out of
it.”

“Ha ha ha ha!”

Again A burst of crazy and harsh laughter, a group of people laughed hysterically, very
crazy!

However, just as these people were laughing wildly, George Han suddenly breathed a
sigh of relief at this time, and raised his eyes to look at the headed Qinglong: “Since you
are so happy, why don’t I play it? Make you happier. ?”

Chapter 2893
Qinglong slapped his thigh on the spot and yelled coldly, “Okay, brat, I really thought
you were afraid of it.

” Mad Dog, Ye Ji!”

Mad Dog and Ye Ji looked at each other, and smiled disdainfully: “Yes!”

“Do you know that sentence?” Qinglong said coldly.

“You must stand at attention when you are beaten.” The two of them replied in unison.
Then, they stood in front of George Han nonchalantly, and said dismissively: “Come on,
waste.”

“It’s best to take out all your breastfeeding energy,” After all, just like you, punching us
on the body, I’m afraid it’s just tickling.” As

soon as the voice fell, there was another roar of laughter.

George Han did not speak, bit his teeth slightly, and already had a slight capacity in his
hands. When the twelve people besieged him, the mad dog and the night chicken, and
even the rotting snake, their roles were mainly offensive. On defense, it almost relies on
the coordination of others.



Even the other nine people are protecting their defense, which proves that these three
guys are the ones who attack the strong and defend the weak!

Now, the poor defense actually confronts them and lets themselves beat them. It’s either
they are crazy, or Mark is going to trample on himself.

In that case, regardless of his demon, what George Han has to do is to seize the
opportunity in front of him. Since you are going to die, can I dissuade you from it? !

“Okay!” George Han nodded, his horse stepped slightly, capacity and momentum!

Then he aimed at the two of them, his fists almost carried the power of destroying the
world, and suddenly slammed at them!

boom!

But what is unbelievable is that almost at the same time when George Han punched out,
the two men gave in surprisingly and strangely one after another. Although the extent of
giving up is not large, it can even be described as extremely small, but It actually just
escaped the violent blow of George Han in such a small amount!

The immense energy was suddenly emptied, but it caused some unlucky people in
black on the deck to suffer, one by one, they were directly blown away or simply beaten
into powder in the energy!

Even the deck that deliberately strengthened the defense was blown up with a huge and
long trace under this punching force. It has to be said that George Han’s move is
extremely powerful!

“Oh,

shit !” Almost at the same time, Yeji and Mad Dog looked at the man in black who was
blasted away behind them, and then looked innocent and boring. “Damn, I accidentally
hid just now, and you accidentally hid?” Mad Dog suspiciously.

Ye Ji touched his head, looked at Qinglong, and looked at George Han again. I was very
sorry: “That… sorry, instinctive reaction!”

George Han didn’t speak, but he was terrified in his heart.

In just a punch, the distance between them was short and short. Even if George Han
was super fast, it was absolutely impossible to completely avoid this kind of attack in an
instant.

But these two guys in front of them…

can’t say that they are not bad at all, they can only be said to be extremely perfect, how
is this possible? !



Qinglong shook his face at this time, glared dissatisfiedly at Mad Dog and Ye Ji, and
said coldly: “You two guys, didn’t I make it clear to you just now? Just stand at attention
when you are beaten!”

“Don’t blame me not. Remind you, if you dare to hide again, don’t blame me for not
thinking about brotherhood and punishing you two.” As

soon as the voice fell, the monkey smiled and said, “Yeji, mad dog, it should be right for
you to scold you, you guys. , does not dry the personnel, people died waste finally
resorted to feeding effort, the two of you gave to escape, and should not, should not
ah. ” “

to nurture such a large share of fresh, small family counseling package It’s not easy, you
two are indeed worthy of scolding.” The other horse heads also nodded and criticized.

However, it seems to be educating mad dogs and night chickens, but in fact the playful
smiles on the faces of several people are more clearly mocking George Han.

Hearing the complaints of a group of brothers, Ye Ji and Mad Dog were not angry either.
They looked at each other, smiled softly, then turned to face George Han and nodded:
“Yes, we were wrong just now. We were wrong. Come again. How about one time?”

“Hey, that’s right, let’s do it again. We both use our heads to assure you that we will
never dodge this time. Whoever hides, who is this.” After the mad dog finished speaking,
he stretched out his little finger and promised.

Ye Ji smiled and said, “You are not boring, are you? Still, dare not to come?”

George Han glanced at the two of them, did not speak, but the energy in his hand has
been transported again…
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